Labour declared a deadlock at Council on 18 August 2022, after Labour demanded the
employer be decisive in whether they are tabling a 3% offer or not. Labour was also very
clear to say that the employer must table the concrete offer without any cost containment
measures / conditions. It was labour’s view and belief that the envisaged measures
attached to the offer are not matters of mutual interest but rather in their own nature
matters purely for consultation.
The situation led to an urgent intervention of deadlock breaking mechanisms.
Time-Line of Process:
Date
25 August 2022

26 August 2022
27- 28 August 2022
29 August 2022

30 August 2022

1 September 2022
9 September 2022

Activity
Special council convened where parties agreed on the process
and how it will unfold.
The General Secretary identifying and appointing an
independent facilitator.
The facilitator met with individual parties for briefing and
information sharing purposes.
Actual facilitation process whereby individual parties present
their substantive positions and clarifying reasons to justify their
demands before the facilitator.
Meeting between labour convened for further mandating on
areas where parties were not finding each other during the
facilitation e.g. clauses 3.2, 5.2 and 6.2 of the draft agreement.
Continuation of facilitation process following further mandating
process by labour. A Special Council was convened to receive a
report on the facilitation process. The Parties then agreed on the
salary adjustment as captured below.
The NEC received the latest offer of employer and decided to
circulate it to all structures and members to seek mandate.
The PEC shall consolidate and resolve on the provincial mandate
to be discussed at the NEC.
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3% COLA with effect from 1 April 2022

Gains after pressure was exerted by Labour in the PSCBC:
•
•
•
•
•

A 3% cost of living adjustment on baseline requiring State to provide R13.4 billion in 2022/23.
Retention of Cash Gratuity of R1000 p/m after Tax requiring State to provide R20,5 billion in 2022/23.
No interference with the Pay Progression/PMDS in 2022/23 as agreed in different sectoral Councils.
Backdated payment of 3% COLA with effect from 1 April 2022 as opposed to employer position to pay
with effect from date of signing.
Adjustment of Housing by CPI with effect from 1st July 2022.
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